Abstract. In various functional regression settings one observes i.i.d. samples of paired stochastic processes (X, Y ) and aims at predicting the trajectory of Y, given the trajectory X. For example, one may wish to predict the future segment of a process from observing an initial segment of its trajectory. Commonly used functional regression models are based on representations that are obtained separately for X and Y. In contrast to these established methods, often implemented with functional principal components, we base our approach on a singular expansion of the paired processes X, Y with singular functions that are derived from the crosscovariance surface between X and Y. The motivation for this approach is that the resulting singular components may better reflect the association between X and Y. The regression relationship is then based on the assumption that each singular component of Y follows an additive regression model with the singular components of X as predictors. To handle the inherent dependency of these predictors, we develop singular additive models with smooth backfitting. We discuss asymptotic properties of the estimates as well as their practical behavior in simulations and data analysis.
Introduction
In various regression settings one observes i.i.d. samples of paired stochastic processes (X, Y ), and is interested in predicting the trajectory of Y , given the trajectory X. An example of such a function to function regression problem from nephrology that will be explored further as an illustration of our methods features longitudinal profiles of various blood proteins, where one wishes to predict the profile of one protein given the profile of another.
We assume here that both predictors X and responses Y are square integrable random functions on domains S, resp. T , with E( X 2 ) < ∞, E( Y 2 ) < ∞, and our goal is to regress Y on X. Predictors X(·) are defined on a compact domain S and response functions Y (·) on a compact domain T . Key quantities are the mean functions µ X (s) = EX(s), µ Y (t) = EY (t),
as well as the auto-covariance and cross-covariance functions
G XY (s, t) = cov(X(s), Y (t)), s, s 1 , s 2 ∈ S, t, t 1 , t 2 ∈ T .
We denote centered processes by X c (s) = X(s)−µ X (s), Y c (t) = Y (t)−µ Y (t), s ∈ S, t ∈ T .
The commonly used linear functional regression model for regressing Y on X is E(Y (t)|X) = µ Y (t) + S β(s, t)X c (s) ds, t ∈ T ,
with a smooth and square integrable regression parameter function β (Ramsay and Silverman, 2005; Morris, 2016; Wang et al., 2016) . A popular implementation of this model as well as the simpler functional linear model with scalar response E(Y |X) = µ Y + S β(s)X c (s) ds is through functional principal component (FPC) expansions of both X and Y (Cardot et al., 2003; Yao et al., 2005; Hall and Horowitz, 2007) that are given by
where ϕ Xk , φ Y k , k ≥ 1, are the orthonormal eigenfunctions of the auto-covariance operators of X and Y , respectively, and ξ Xk = S X c (s)ϕ Xk (s)ds, ξ Y k = T Y c (t)φ Y k (t)dt are the functional principal components of X and Y . Under certain regularity conditions, it can be shown that β(s, t) in (3) can be represented as a limit,
An inherent drawback of functional principal component (FPC) based regression approaches is that they do not take into account the relationship between correlated processes X and Y , as the FPC expansions are based on auto-covariances and thus are separately obtained for each of the processes X and Y . While for any regression model with functional predictors some form of dimension reduction is needed and the FPC approach provides a convenient approach, the dimension reduction afforded by FPCs is likely suboptimal for regression. More specifically, the eigenbasis of X that is used in (5) for the dimension reduction step may not provide an efficient representation of the regression parameter function β, as it ignores the dependency between X and Y . Other functional regression models such as functional additive models (FAM) (Müller and Yao, 2008) that utilize the FPCs of the predictor processes share the same weakness.
This motivates to investigate an additive flexible model that uses singular components instead of principal components as arguments for the additive functions. Functional singular components are based on a functional singular value decomposition (Yang et al., 2011) and thus are derived from the cross-covariance G XY rather than the auto-covariance G XX as is the case for FPCs. Using singular components of predictor processes X as arguments for additive modeling is expected to yield more informative representations (Zhang and Wang, 2016) . The price to be paid is that the singular components for predictor processes must be considered to be dependent. This is in contrast to FPCs, which are always uncorrelated and are independent in the Gaussian case. If the predictor FPCs are independent, this makes it possible to implement FAM in a series of simple smoothing steps (Müller and Yao, 2008) .
A consequence of the dependence of the singular components is that fitting a model that is additive in the singular components cannot be implemented in the same fashion as FAM and requires extra scrutiny to take the dependence of the predictors into account. In recent work of Zhang and Wang (2016) , the overall goal is essentially the same as in the present paper, namely to develop an additive regression model for functional data that is additive in the singular components of predictor processes. However, while the case of dependent predictors is briefly mentioned, a crucial assumption for both theory and implementation in Zhang and Wang (2016) is that the predictor components are independent. Under this assumption, the FAM approach is applicable and no backfitting or other consideration of dependence of predictor scores is needed. Contrary to the independence of the FPCs in the Gaussian case, the independence assumption generally does not hold for singular components as predictors, irrespective of the type of predictor process. Even uncorrelatedness of the singular components cannot be assumed to hold in general; it requires special conditions that we discuss in more detail Section A.1 of the Supplementary Materials and that are unlikely to be satisfied in general. Therefore, if one aims to develop a model that is additive in the singular components, one needs to confront the dependency issue for the predictors, as we do here. Similar considerations apply when one considers additive models for the situation where one has more than one predictor process (Han et al., 2018) .
To take the dependence of the singular predictors properly into account, we develop here a smooth backfitting approach for fitting singular additive models (SAM). The idea of smooth backfitting was introduced by Mammen et al. (1999) and studied further by Park (2005, 2006) ; Yu et al. (2008) ; Lee et al. (2010 Lee et al. ( , 2012 , who considered structural models for crosssectional data. More recently, Zhang et al. (2013) applied smooth backfitting to an additive model for longitudinal data. As we do not directly observe the covariates in our model, which are the singular components, an additional technical challenge is to assess the effect of estimating the singular components within the framework of smooth backfitting, for which we adapt arguments of Han et al. (2018) . We note that ordinary backfitting and additive fitting by regression splines have several disadvantages. For example splines require to fit a very high-dimensional model which makes this approach less accessible to theoretical analysis, while ordinary backfitting requires a strong set of conditions for convergence (including near independence of predictors, the singular components in our case) and the estimators are not well defined since they are given as the limit of the ordinary backfitting iteration. The marginal integration method suffers from the curse of dimensionality. Our smooth backfitting estimators are defined under much weaker conditions without near independence and, importantly, smooth backfitting is amenable to theoretical analysis for the complex situation that we face since predictors are not known but must be estimated.
We review Peter Hall's contributions to functional regression and the connection of his work to our approach in Section 2, followed by a brief review of functional singular components and introduction to the singular additive model (SAM) in Section 3. Estimation of the functional singular components and additive functions in SAM with smooth backfitting is the topic of Section 4, with consistency results in Section 5. In Section 6 we report the results of a simulation study that shows the advantages of using SAM in comparison to a FPCA based linear model implementation and in Section 7 we present a data illustration for a data set from nephrology, which is followed by a brief discussion in Section 8. Theoretical derivations and proofs are provided in an online Supplement.
Peter Hall and Functional Regression
We dedicate this article to the memory of Peter Hall. The work we report here is closely related to his research in functional linear models and functional principal component analysis (FPCA).
Peter was a leader in nonparametric statistics, and he contributed to many areas, notably the bootstrap, the area where he made his name in the earlier stages of his career. In his later years, he wrote a substantial body of influential papers in Functional Data Analysis (FDA) and was a major force in the rapid development of this area since 2006 (Müller, 2016) . His first paper in FDA appeared in 1998, with a focus on the estimation of modes of the distribution of functional data (Gasser et al., 1998) .
FDA is among the last research areas in which Peter made seminal contributions before his premature death in early 2016. This area was a good fit for him, as it presents complex theoretical issues at the interface of smoothing, multivariate analysis, functional analysis and stochastic processes in Hilbert spaces (Hsing and Eubank, 2015) , all fields in which Peter had accumulated substantial experience and a large and sophisticated toolbox. FDA presented (and still presents) challenging problems that enabled Peter and his various collaborators to solve some tough problems. Peter was a dedicated problem solver and his productivity was phenomenal. He usually wrote a paper in record time, sometimes substituting the original problem for one that was solvable, and often deriving results and writing the paper in one step.
Peter's major contributions to FDA were in the subareas of FPCA, functional linear regression and single index models, as well as densities and modes for functional data and functional classification. In the area of functional linear models, Peter and his collaborators focused on the case of a continuous scalar response variable coupled with a functional predictor, distinguishing between the prediction problem where the goal is to estimate linear predictors θ = β(s)X(s) ds that correspond to projections on regression slope functions β for the scalar response case and the regression problem. In the latter, the goal is to estimate the function β. In this work, Peter and his collaborators adopted a traditional approach and used FPC expansions of the predictors to expand the function β in the eigenbasis (Cai and Hall, 2006; Hall and Horowitz, 2007; Delaigle et al., 2009 ). This led to precise convergence rates and shed light on the differences between prediction and estimation tasks in well defined scenarios, where prediction was revealed to be an easier task, associated with faster rates of convergence, relative to the estimation of the regression parameter function β, a consequence of the smoothing effect of the integral in the predictors θ.
Peter and co-authors contributed also to other aspects of functional regression models with linear predictors, specifically single index models (Chen et al., 2011) , predictor component selection (Hall and Yang, 2010) , and domain selection for functional predictors (Hall and Hooker, 2016) . Especially Peter's paper with Yang (Hall and Yang, 2010 ) is relevant for our approach.
In addition to developing theory for the cross-validation choice of the number of principal components to be included in a functional regression, this paper contains a nice discussion of the pros and cons of the FPC based implementation of functional linear models, as the FPCs are only derived from predictor processes and are not influenced in any way by the responses, which can be a downside. The method we discuss here is based on singular components that are derived from the covariance of X and Y and therefore reflect the dependence between predictor and response processes. Also related to our approach is the partial least squares method that has been developed for the case of functional predictors in Delaigle and Hall (2012) . Partial least squares is notoriously difficult to analyze, due to its iterative nature, which makes the analysis of the functional case particularly complex. A point of connection with the singular additive model that we study here is that partial least squares also aims to maximize covariance between predictor and response, rather than maximizing correlation, as basic linear regression does. This approach has the major benefit that it avoids the inverse problem associated with functional linear regression (Yang et al., 2011) .
Singular Components and Singular Additive Model
To define the singular components for pairs of random functions (X, Y ), we discuss special linear operators in Hilbert spaces L 2 (S) and L 2 (T ). Specifically, singular decompositions are based on auto-covariance operators C XX and C Y Y and cross-covariance operators C XY and C Y X as follows (Gualtierotti, 1979; Preda and Saporta, 2005; Yang et al., 2011) :
Note that C Y X is the adjoint operator of C XY , while the compound operators
The operators A XY X and A Y XY have a discrete spectrum with shared eigenvalues σ 2 1 ≥ σ 2 2 ≥ · · · ≥ 0 and orthonormal eigenfunctions φ 1 , φ 2 , . . . for A XY X and ψ 1 , ψ 2 , . . . for A Y XY , respec-tively, which satisfy
. . . The φ j and ψ j are the singular functions and the σ j are the singular values, for j ≥ 1.
The singular functions usually will form genuine subspaces of L 2 , that might be finitedimensional, depending on the nature of the relation between X and Y , with the unexplained parts of the infinite-dimensional processes X and Y contained in remainder processes ν X and ν Y as in (10) below; these remainder processes are unrelated to the regression relation to the extent it is determined by C XY . The decomposition of both predictor and response processes into a part that is spanned by M singular functions and a second part that corresponds to the remainder process motivates to model regression relations between X and Y by using only the first M singular components, where we make the assumption that M is finite but unknown.
So while the functions X and Y are infinite-dimensional as is commonly assumed in FDA, the regression relation is assumed to only involve finitely many singular components.
Assuming that the cross-covariance operators are of rank M , where M < ∞, we obtain the following representations (Yang et al., 2011) ,
and the maximum is attained at u = φ 1 and v = ψ 1 . Repeating the maximization on sequences of orthogonal complements generates the singular values (σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . ) and associated singular
. . , leading to representations of cross-covariance surfaces
The Hilbert-Schmidt theorem then implies the singular decompositions
where ν X ∈ L 2 is in the kernel of the operator A XY X , i.e., a function with A XY X (ν X ) = 0, and analogously ν Y ∈ L 2 is in the kernel of A Y XY . The random functions ν X and ν Y are remainder functions with zero means and zero cross-covariance that are unrelated to the cross-covariance operators and cannot be represented by the singular functions φ j and ψ j .
The singular components of X are ζ m = X c (s)φ m (s)ds, 1 m M, the coefficients of X with respect to its expansion in the orthonormal functions {φ m } 1≤m≤M and
the components of Y with respect to its expansion in the orthonormal functions {ψ k } 1≤k≤M . From (9), one finds
While the remainder processes ν X and ν Y are uncorrelated, ν X is uncorrelated with the ξ k and ν Y is uncorrelated with the ζ j , we make the stronger assumption that ν X is independent of Y and ν Y is independent of X.
, while ν X plays the role of an additional error in the predictor that is unrelated to the response. Like in some errors-in-variables regression approaches it is then more meaningful to replace the original regression target E(Y |X) by the target E(Y |X), a model where predictors are not contaminated by unrelated errors. Here it is fortuitous that denoised predictorsX can be readily obtained from the data by the singular representation. This motivates to consider the functional regression model E(Y |X) as our target, which can be written as
We further postulate an additive structure for each response process singular component, yielding for M included components the model
where f k0 is an unknown constant and f kj for 1 ≤ j ≤ M are unknown univariate functions, so
Let I kj denote given intervals on which one aims to estimate the component functions f kj .
The univariate functions f kj at (12) are then subject to the constraints
which are necessary for identifiability of the f kj , where I = I k1 × · · · × I kM and p is the joint density function of (ζ 1 , . . . , ζ M ). The constant f k0 and the component functions f kj depend on the intervals I kj and the associated constraints in such a way that they differ only by a constant if the intervals and constraints change. Importantly, their sum
does not depend on the choice of these intervals and I. To see this, express
Estimation
We assume throughout that the sample of realizations (X i , Y i ) i=1,··· ,n of functional processes X and Y consists of random trajectories that are either fully observed, or are sampled at a dense and regular grid. In the latter case, the estimates described in the following will require an additional interpolation step.
Estimation of singular functions and singular components
For the estimation of the singular values and singular functions {(σ j , φ j , ψ j ) : 1 ≤ j < M } as well as singular components ζ j and ξ k , the starting point are cross-sectional averages to estimate the cross-covariance surfaces,
. These are the building blocks for the estimation of singular functions and singular values. Then the shared eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the integral operatorsÂ XY X andÂ Y XY , based on estimated kernelŝ 
Estimation in the Singular Additive Model
We implement the smooth backfitting idea of Mammen et al. (1999) to fit model (13) for each singular component ξ k of Y , aiming to solve integral equations
where p j and p jl are the marginal and joint density functions, respectively, of ζ j and (ζ j , ζ l ). The main idea is to estimate the unknown functions in (16), E(ξ k |ζ j = u j ), p jl (u j , u l ) and p j (u j ), plug the estimators into the equations (16) and then solve the estimated integral equations.
The singular components ζ j will usually have unbounded supports. We consider estimating the additive regression function E(ξ k |ζ 1 , . . . , ζ M ) at (13) only on a compact subset of the support of ζ = (ζ j : 1 ≤ j ≤ M ), however. This is in the same spirit as the usual practice in nonparametric regression, namely to estimate the nonparametric regression function on a compact set. Since the predictors ζ ij and ξ ik are not available but need to be estimated, and since the domains where the f kj are estimated are different from the supports of ζ j , it is necessary to modify the existing methodology and theory of smooth backfitting for the current setting.
Let I kj denote the intervals where one wants to estimate the component functions f kj . The univariate functions f kj at (13) are subject to the constraints
which are necessary for identifiability of f kj , where I = I k1 × · · · × I kM and p denotes the joint density function of (ζ 1 , . . . , ζ M ). We note here that the constant f k0 and the component functions f kj change if the intervals I kj in the constraints change. However, the corresponding component functions differ from each other only by constants, and their sum
does not depend on the choice of I. To see this, let
In the following, we omit the index k for the singular component of Y in I kj , writing I j ≡ I kj .
In the current setting one cannot adopt the usual constraints
p j is the marginal density of ζ j , since this requires the estimation of f kj on the entire support of ζ j . One may employ constraints other than (17), for example, I j f kj (u)w j (u) du = 0, for some known weight functions w j . One technical advantage of the latter is that it leads to the constraint I jf kj (u)w j (u) du = 0 for the estimatorf kj , which uses the same known weight w j , so that one does not need to carry out an additional asymptotic analysis of the constraints for the estimators. Because of this advantage, the latter approach was adopted in Lee et al. (2010 Lee et al. ( , 2012 . In contrast, (18) leads to a constraint for the estimator where the density p I j is replaced by an estimated density. This requires asymptotic analysis of the effects of estimating p I j on the statistical properties of the estimator of f kj . Nevertheless, we choose the constraint (18) since it is natural and gives simpler forms for f k0 and its estimator. The methods and theory that we describe below may be modified accordingly if one uses a different constraint.
To derive an analogue of (16), we define
where u −jl is the vector u with (u j , u l ) being deleted and I −jl = l =j,l I l . Then,
where f k0 = I E(ξ k |ζ = u)p(u) du/p I 0 under the constraints (18). For the estimation of the integral equation (19), if the singular components ζ ij and ξ ik were available, we could use these for solving the backfitting equation, in which case the asymptotics would be a straightforward extension of the existing theory of smooth backfitting. Since the singular functions φ j and ψ k are also unknown, we replace them by corresponding estimators as defined in Section 4.1.
A major technical challenge is to find suitable bounds to control the effect of estimating the singular components ζ ij and ξ ik on the estimation of the additive functions f kj .
Define a scaled kernel function
) for a baseline kernel K, and a bandwidth h j . Observing that p I j and p I jl are conditional densities of ζ j and (ζ j , ζ l ), respectively, given that the event ζ ∈ I occurs, suggests the estimateŝ
wherep I 0 = n −1 n i=1 I(ζ i ∈ I) and I is the indicator. We note that the definition of the scaled kernel function entails
We also estimate f k0 byf k0 = n −1 n i=1ξ ik I(ζ i ∈ I)/p I 0 , and the first term on the right hand side of (19) bỹ
Our smooth backfitting estimator (f kj : 1 ≤ j ≤ M ) of f kj : 1 ≤ j ≤ M ) is defined as the solution of the backfitting system of equationŝ
subject to the constraints
An iteration scheme to obtain the solution of the equation (23) starts with an initial tuple
Once the estimators of all components are in hand, we predict the response process Y bŷ
We demonstrate in Section 5 that with probability tending to one the backfitting equation (23) has a unique solution and the iterative algorithm (25) converges to the solution exponentially fast, under weak conditions.
Theoretical Results

Consistency of the singular functions and singular components
The convergence rates of the estimators of the singular functionsφ j andψ j and of the singular components are key auxiliary results and are based on
where · op denotes the operator norm. These results hold if E X 2 Y 2 < ∞. Under the additional assumptions that the eigenvalues σ 2 1 , . . . , σ 2 j+1 are separated and that E X 2α Y 2α < ∞ for some α ≥ 2, properties (27) ultimately lead to the following results for the maximal errors of the estimated singular components,
with further details provided in Section A.2 of the Supplementary Materials.
Consistency of the estimated singular additive model
Without loss of generality, assume that I j = [0, 1] for all 1 ≤ j ≤ M and let p
(1) j (u) = ∂p(u)/∂u j and let f kj , f kj , respectively, denote first and second derivatives of f kj . Definẽ
where constants c j are as in condition (A2) below, and the tuple (β * kj : 1 ≤ j ≤ M ) is the solution of the system of equations
We assume the following conditions.
(A1) The baseline kernel function K is bounded, has compact support [−1, 1], is symmetric around zero, differentiable and its derivative is Lipschitz continuous.
(A2) The bandwidths h j satisfy n 1/5 h j → c j for some positive constants c j .
(A3) The joint density p of ζ is bounded away from zero and infinity on I.
(A4) The additive functions f kj are twice continuously differentiable and the densities p j and
(A6) E X 2α < ∞ and E Y 2α < ∞ for some α > 5 and the eigenvalues σ 2 1 , . . . , σ 2 M +1 are separated.
Note that conditions (A1)-(A4) are widely assumed in kernel smoothing theory. The moment condition (A5) is also typical for response variables in regression models, which is ξ k in our case, while (A6) is used to prove (28) for α > 5, which entails that both max 1≤i≤n |ζ ij − ζ ij | and max 1≤i≤n |ξ ij − ξ ij | are of smaller order than the univariate rate n −2/5 . Theorem 1. Assume (A1)-(A6). Then, the following statements hold: (i) With probability tending to one, there exists a unique solution (f kj : 1 ≤ j ≤ M ) of (23) subject to the constraints (24); (ii) there exists a constant 0 < γ < 1 and c > 0 such that with probability tending to one
asymptotically independent and
If the true singular components ζ ij and ξ ik are used in the estimatorsf kj ,p I j andp I jl , then Theorem 1 is a straightforward extension of the existing theory of smooth backfitting, as one only needs to take care of the truncation I(ζ i ∈ I) inf kj ,p I j andp I jl . Thus, the main step in the proof of Theorem 1 is to show that the estimation of the singular components ζ ij and ξ ik has a negligible effect on the convergence off [r] kj and on the first-order asymptotic properties of the estimatorsf kj . We present the proof of the theorem in Section A.3 of the Supplementary Materials.
Simulation Results
Paired random processes X i , Y i with given singular components were generated by
with K = 4, S = 10, T = 5 and {φ j (s), ψ j (t)}, j = 1, 2, s ∈ S, t ∈ T , chosen as Fourier basis with φ 1 (s) = 2/S sin(2πs/S), φ 2 (s) = − 2/S cos(4πs/S), φ 3 (s) = 2/S sin(6πs/S), φ 4 (s) = − 2/S cos(8πs/S), µ x (s) = sin(s) + s, and ψ 1 (t) = − 2/T cos(2πt/T ), ψ 2 (t) = 2/T sin(4πt/T ), ψ 3 (t) = − 2/T cos(6πt/T ), ψ 4 (t) = 2/T sin(8πt/T ), µ y (t) = sin(t) + t. The random predictor vector ζ = {ζ j }, j = 1, . . . , 4, was generated by a normal distribution with zero mean and covariance matrix
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, and the vector of response coefficients ξ = {ξ j }, j = 1, . . . , 4, by employing the additive functions
The random coefficient vectors ξ i for the i-th subject were then obtained as ξ ik = 4 j=1 f kj (ζ ij ), k = 1, . . . , 4. The additive functions f jk were constructed to satisfy the constraints
The design points s l , t l on [0, S] and [0, T ] where functions are sampled were chosen as 100 equidistant points, respectively, and observations were generated as
where ν X , ν Y are remainder processes as in (10), obtained as
As in (13) we consider the number of components M to be the same for predictor and response processes and report simulation results for combinations of sample sizes n = 100, 500
and factors σ = 1, 5 by which ν X , ν Y are multiplied, allowing for different magnitudes of the remainder processes. We report the values of Integrated Squared Prediction Error, ISPE = (Ỹ (t) −Ŷ (t)) 2 dt, for the proposed singular additive modeling (SAM) approach, and also for the functional linear model (FLM) as in (3), (5) Y and η Xj of predictor processes X as defined in (4) (Müller and Yao, 2008) .
When implementing SAM, here and in the following data analysis in Section 6, we stan- From the results in Table 1 (for n = 100) and Table 2 (for n = 500) we find that SAM performs consistently better than FLM or FAM in these comparisons for all quantiles of ISPE that were considered. As expected, the ISPEs increase for larger values of σ and decrease for larger sample size. The second best performer is FAM, followed by FLM.
In a second simulation we generated singular components for predictor processes as
and for response processes as
The following singular functions and mean functions were chosen for predictor processes X, φ 1 (s) = 2/S sin(2πs/S), φ 2 (s) = − 2/S cos(6πs/S), µ x (s) = sin(s) + s, and for processes response processes Y , ψ 1 (t) = − 2/T cos(2πt/T ), ψ 2 (t) = 2/T sin(6πt/T ), µ y (t) = sin(t) + t. All other settings were as above.
In Figure 1 we demonstrate the surface estimates of the additive regressions of ξ 1 on Table 1 : The 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles of scaled integrated squared prediction error comparing the proposed singular additive modeling (SAM), the functional additive model (FAM) (Müller and Yao, 2008) and the functional linear model (FLM), as in (3), (5). Results are based on 400 simulation runs for sample size n = 100. Model training and prediction is done by 5-fold cross-validation, where M is the number of singular components for both predictor and response processes. Table 3 : Same as Table 1 , but for σ = 1 only in the second simulation scenario where data are generated with two rather than four singular components.
ζ 1 , ζ 2 , and of ξ 2 on ζ 1 , ζ 2 , for n = 100 and n = 500 for this second simulation scenario. We show estimates with close to median mean integrated squared errors (MISE) among 400 simulations and find that these surface estimates improve as the sample size gets larger. Table 3 indicates that in terms of ISPE, the results are similar to those in the first simulation scenario.
Data Analysis
We demonstrate the comparative performance of FLM and SAM for data that were obtained in a nephrological study for 32 hemodialysis patients (Kaysen et al., 2000) . For each patient the expression levels of acute phase blood proteins were collected longitudinally. Exploring the longitudinal relationship between the negative acute phase protein Albumin (alb) and positive acute phase protein α-aminoglobulin (aag), we use aag as predictor and alb as response. To avoid biases resulting from non-uniform observation designs, we removed the observations falling within the first and last 5% of the design points. Since the measurement times were more and more spread out away from the origin with increasing spacings, we log-transformed them, which led to more regular designs. The spaghetti plots of alb and aag are shown in Figure 2 .
The quartiles of integrated squared prediction error ISPE obtained when applying SAM and FLM using five-fold cross-validation are reported in Table 4 . The selection of the number of included components for SAM was based on the number of components selected by applying the Second row depicts corresponding estimates (c) and (d) with SAM for n = 100 and third row in (e) and (f) for n = 500. These estimates were selected to have an MISE that is near the median over 400 Monte Carlo runs. results in Table 3 show that the overall predictive performance of SAM is somewhat better than that of FLM. We conclude that one can often achieve improvements by implementing functional linear models via singular additive modeling. 
Discussion
We did not fully investigate the choice of the number of included components M , for which we used the data-based BIC criterion that is geared towards the functional linear model but may provide a suboptimal choice for the singular additive model. A full investigation of this choice is left as a topic for future research.
For the derivation and implementation of the proposed singular additive model (SAM) with smooth backfitting, we have made several assumptions that are plausible but nevertheless restrictive. A basic assumption is that there are only finitely many singular components that are sufficient to explain the regression relation between X and Y and that the remainders ν X and ν Y of the infinite-dimensional processes X and Y can be ignored. This assumption seems at least more plausible than a corresponding assumption on the FPCs, since the latter are constructed without taking into account the interaction between X and Y . This is the main motivation for functional singular component analysis (Yang et al., 2011) and singular component based functional regression (Zhang and Wang, 2016) . A second restrictive assumption that we made in the paper is that the functional data are fully observed without errors, which is rarely if ever the case in practical applications. In situations where trajectories are observed with noise or on an irregular grid, a pre-smoothing step may be employed, but to get the requisite uniform bounds, additional restrictive assumptions on the underlying smooth processes X and Y are needed (see, e.g., Müller et al., 2006) . Table 4 : The 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles of integrated squared prediction error ISPE for the proposed singular additive model (SAM) and the functional linear model (FLM), when predicting Albumin trajectories from α-aminoglobulin trajectories for n = 32 subjects. Model training and prediction was done by selecting separate tuning and test sets, using 5-fold crossvalidation.
A third assumption is that additive regression models are reasonable and that the idea of dimension reduction through singular components carries forward to additive models. Additional assumptions are needed for the fitting of the additive model, as described in detail in the theory section. Also, we are only able to estimate the additive functions on compact intervals even though the predictor scores are typically not bounded.
On the other hand, we have strengthened the case that using singular components can be advantageous not only for functional correlation but also when using additive models, and presumably also other functional regression models when both predictors and responses are
functional. As we demonstrate, the proposed smooth backfitting approach works reasonably well. By adopting smooth backfitting, we are able to deal with the dependency of the predictor scores that is an inherent feature of functional singular components.
Supplementary Materials
These consist of Section A.1. where the dependency of the functional singular components is discussed, Section A.2, which contains a proof of the important auxiliary result given in (28), and Section A.3 with the proof of Theorem 1.
